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EMBEDDING THE DUAL OF Um IN THE LATTICE  OF
EQUATIONAL CLASSES OF COMMUTATIVE SEMIGROUPS

STANLEY BURRIS1 AND EVELYN NELSON2

Abstract. The lattice of equational classes of commutative

semigroups does not satisfy any special lattice laws.

In [4] R. Schwabauer proved that the lattice £ of equational

classes of commutative semigroups is nonmodular. In this paper we

will prove a maximal extension of this result, namely, £ does not

satisfy any special lattice laws.

The free commutative semigroup on countably many generators,

5(0)), is the set of sequences (un)neN oí nonnegative integers, such

that m„ = 0 for all but finitely many nEN and £ un^l, with com-

ponent-wise addition. [For convenience, we write (a,) for (un)neN-]

A commutative semigroup equation is a pair Hun), ivn)) of ele-

ments of $(«) (see [l]). A commutative semigroup (S, •) satisfies the

equation ((un), (vn)) iff, for every family (an) of elements of S,

n{oî-|«»3^0} = U{an'\vn^0}.

A set 2 of equations is closed [l, p. 170, Definition 2] iff it con-

tains all trivial equations, is symmetric and transitive, and is closed

under multiplication and substitution of terms for variables. Thus 2

is closed iff it satisfies the following conditions :

(PI): ((«»),(«,)) G2 for all («»)€$(«)•
(P2) : If ((«.), (O) ES then ((».), («„)) G2.
(P3): If ((«,), (v„))GS and ((v„), (0)G2 then ((«„), (0)G2.
(P4): If ((«.), (O)GS and («), «))G2 then ((«,+<),

(»„+<)) G2.
(P5): If ((«„), K))GS, (kn)E%(w) and pEN, then the result of

"substituting (kH) for the pth variable" in ((un), (vn)) is in 2, i.e.,

((wn), (x„))G2 where wn = Un + knup for n^p, wp = kpup, and xn=vn

4- knvp for U9±p and xp = kpVp.

(Note that these conditions (PI) to (P5) are, essentially, a restate-

ment of conditions (i) to (v) in Grätzer [l, p. 170, Definition 2]; in

condition (iv) we need only consider the one binary operation, hence
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the different form of (P4).) T(S) will denote the deductive closure

of 2.

Let £' be the lattice of closed sets of commutative semigroup

equations; then £' is dually isomorphic to the lattice £ oí equational

classes of commutative semigroups.

For each mEN, let IIm be the partition lattice on {1, 2, ■ • • , m}

Theorem 1. For each mEN,Hm is (isomorphic to) a sublattice of £,'.

Proof. Let m be a fixed natural number. If irGIIm, we write =T

for the equivalence relation on {l, 2, • • • , m} induced by it. Let

2=i(W,W)|E«», 22^ = 2m+2}W{((Mn), (0)|(m„)Gu»}-
It is clear from (PI) to (P5) that S is a closed set of equations. For

each irGIIm, define a set 2(7r) of equations as follows: ((un),(vn))

GS(7t) iff there exist/, k with un = vn = 0 for all n^j, k, u¡+Uk — 2m

+ 1 =Vj+vk, andeither Uj=^Vj or Uk^rVk- Note that if u¿+Uk = 2m + l

and Uj =TVj then Uk>m, thus uk is not equivalent to anything modulo

x. Then, since ir is a partition, it follows that if ((«„), (z>n))G2(7r)

and if ((vn), (wn))E^M, then ((un), (w„))GS(ir). Z,(tt) is obviously

symmetric. Applying (P4) to two equations in 2(7r) yields an equation

in 2. Applying (P5) with 22 ^» = 1 to an equation in 2(ir) yields either
a trivial equation or an equation in 2(7r); applying (P5) with 22 kn

^2 and with up^l yields an equation in 2; and applying (P5) with

up = 0 does not change the equation. Thus 2U2(?r) is a closed set of

equations.

For two partitions 7Ti, ir2, if iri/\ir2 and tti\/-k2 are the meet and join

of 7Ti and 7T2 in nm then

(2 VJ S(ti)) C\ (2 U 2(7t2)) = 2 \J (S(ti) H 2(t0) = 2 U (2(ti A r»)).

Also it is clear that

(2 KJ 2(tti)) V*' (2 U 2(tt2)) = T(2 U 2(in) U 2(tj))

Ç2VJ2(iriV5r2).

Conversely, if ((«„), (î»b))G2(tiVit2), then there exist j, k with

Mn = fn = 0 for all n?*j, k, uk+Uj = Vk+Vj = 2m + l and, w.l.o.g. Uj

= ri\jrtVj. But then there exist wu • • ■ , wp in {l, 2, • • • , m} such

that Wi = Uj, wp — Vj, and Wi =T1 w,+i for * odd, w¿ =,2 w,-+i for i even.

Let a,GS(w) have/th entry w¿, ¿th entry 2m + l—w,, and all other

entries zero. Then ai = («»), ap=(î)„) and (a,-, a.+i)G2(7Ti) for t odd

and (a,-, a,+i) G2(it2) for i even. It follows that

((«»),(*»)) = («i, cp) G r(2(T!) VJ S(ts)).

Hence
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2 U S(n V ir2) Ç r(S(n) U 2(ir2) U 2).

Thus we have

(2 U 2(m)) Aje' (2 U 2(ir2)) = 2 U 2(in A m)

and

(2 U S(m)) Vje' (2 U 2(ir2)) = 2 U 2(m V ir2).

If follows that the mapping 7r—>2W2(ir) is a homomorphism of IIm

into £'.

It is clear that if iri9*ir2 then 2U2(m) ^2VJ2(ir2) ; thus this homo-

morphism is one-to-one, and this yields the desired result.

Theorem 2. £ does not satisfy any special lattice laws.

Proof. From D. Sachs [3] it is known that the family of partition

lattices nm, m = l, 2, ■ - - , does not satisfy any special lattice laws.

Concluding remark. One might consider the possibility of em-

bedding the dual of Ux into £, but a recent paper of P. Perkins [2]

shows that this is impossible because £ is countable, whereas II,,, is

uncountable.
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